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Abstract

While research on using the latent heat of so called phase change materials (PCMs) for thermal energy storage has gained increasing interest in the last decade, the measurement of its thermal properties are still subject to research. The T-History method has been frequently used by researchers to measure the enthalpy-temperature curve of PCMs but the factors influencing its accuracy and precision have rarely been discussed. This work provides a systematic experimental study of an organic PCM based on different insulated sample holders. It is first shown that the data evaluation method has to be adjusted against noise to improve both accuracy and precision for all experimental setups. The results moreover show that neglecting the insulation thermal mass in the experimental setup leads to systematic errors in the enthalpy results due to oversimplification of the mathematical model. This
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confirms a previous numerical study by the authors. It is recommended that either the mathematical model or the experimental setup are adjusted in future work to decrease this error. Until then it is generally recommended to use sample holders with a high ratio between the thermal mass of the PCM to the insulated sample holder. This is further supported by a measurement uncertainty analysis via Monte Carlo simulations.
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1. Introduction

Utilizing the latent heat of melting and solidification of so called phase change materials (PCMs) has been an active field of research in the last decade, due to the potentially higher energy storage densities compared to sensible storage materials for the same temperature difference [1, 2, 3]. When evaluating a PCM, differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) is typically used to derive the enthalpy versus temperature curve to visualize its phase transition temperature as well as its heat storage potential. However, the small sample sizes in the milligram range used in commercial DSC devices can pose limitations regarding how representable the sample is for the bulk material, especially when measuring heterogeneous materials [3]. Therefore, results from the so called T-History method [4, 5], which utilizes sample sizes in the gram range, have been frequently presented as either an alternative or complementary to DSC measurements [6, 7].

When selecting any measurement method, it is useful to discuss the method with respect to the terms measurement "accuracy" and "precision"
A measurement is considered as accurate, if the derived value of the measurand is close to its true value. On the other hand, a measurement is considered as precise or repeatable, if the measurand values of repeated measurements do not show a significant spread [8].

The ideal method therefore should be both precise and accurate. That is, it should be both repeatable and low of systematic errors resulting from the experimental setup and the mathematical model that converts the measured input quantities to the output quantity. For DSC measurements, a recent round robin test has improved both precision and accuracy after defining a common methodology that can be applied across different DSC devices [9].

For the T-History method on the other hand, work is still ongoing to find a suitable experimental setup as well as data evaluation technique [5, 10, 11]. Moreover, recent work has started to critically address the underlying method assumptions [12, 13].

Discussion of the T-History Method assumptions

The T-History method subjects a PCM sample and a reference material to step changes of the ambient temperature within the same controlled environment (typically an air climate chamber). The recorded temperature versus time responses of the PCM sample and reference are then compared to calculate the enthalpy change of the PCM sample based on two major assumptions [14]:

1. It is assumed that the heat flows between the reference material and the ambient $\dot{Q}_{ref}$, and between the PCM and the ambient $\dot{Q}_{PCM}$, are
equal for the same temperature difference \( T - T_{amb} = T_{ref} - T_{amb} = T_{PCM} - T_{amb} \):

\[
\dot{Q}_{ref}(T) = \dot{Q}_{PCM}(T) = \frac{1}{R_{th}(T)}(T - T_{amb})
\]  

(1)

2. It is assumed that the measured temperature change over time is representative for the whole sample holder via a lumped model formulation for the sample or reference \( k = \{\text{ref, PCM}\} \) and the sample holder tube:

\[
\dot{Q}_k(T) = (m^k \cdot c^k_p(T) + m^{tube,k} \cdot c^{tube}_p(T)) \cdot \frac{dT}{dt}_k
\]  

(2)

It is important to note that multi-dimensional heat transfer occurs in the actual T-History experiment and that it may be practically difficult to assure one-dimensionality of the heat transfer as well as the uniformity of the temperature profiles in the PCM. Eq. 1 can therefore only be seen as an approximation of the effective heat flux from the sample holders to the ambient. The thermal resistance \( R_{th}(T) \) then includes form factors like the overall heat transfer area of the sample holders. A minimum requirement for the first assumption is therefore that the sample holders for PCM and reference are of the same geometrical dimensions. In order to additionally support this assumption, a number of experimental setups previously reported in the literature placed an additional insulation layer around the sample holders [5] making it the dominant component of \( R_{th}(T) \).

Previous works using uninsulated sample holders often applied the Biot number criteria \( \text{Bi} < 0.1 \) in order to support the second assumption. However, it is known that thermal gradients still exist during the experiment.
The thermal gradients can be reduced by either using sample holders with a small diameter or by decreasing the overall heating or cooling rate in the experiment. For the latter, the ambient temperature step change can be decreased and/or the sample holders insulated.

Recent numerical studies done by Mazo et al. 2015 [12] on uninsulated sample holders and by the authors [13] on insulated sample holders have started to critically address the validity of the assumptions in Eq. 1 and 2. Both works relied on simplified 1-dimensional heat transfer simulations by studying the effect of parameter variations of the simulated experiment on the enthalpy versus temperature curve. Both works come to the conclusion that systematic errors are present in the enthalpy results, since Eq. 1 and 2 can only be seen as approximations for the actual transient effects taking place in both the uninsulated and insulated setup since both approaches have certain limitations.

A first deviation in the heat flux is present after the initial ambient temperature step change when the thermal diffusivity of sample and reference are not exactly equal [13].

When the sample holders are uninsulated, the heat flux of sample and reference to the ambient is moreover determined by the heat convection coefficient between the sample holder wall and the ambient. The alternative would be to insulate the sample holders and make $R_{th}$ being dominated by heat conduction through the insulation layer.

In a recent work by Badenhorst & Cabeza 2017 [10], it was shown that the heat convection coefficient may vary largely in an air climate chamber.
Therefore, the assumption of equal thermal resistances may be better supported by using the latter approach, when the experiment is done in these kind of chambers.

In [13], however, systematic errors in the range of up to 4% of the considered enthalpy difference due to neglecting transient effects caused by the thermal mass of the insulation material itself were predicted. The error increased the more insulation thermal mass was present in the setup. A first methodology was also proposed on how to correct the measurement results. However, it was concluded that this error has to be first experimentally confirmed and placed within the context of an overall measurement uncertainty analysis of an actual experiment.

To the best of the authors knowledge, no attempt has been made so far to perform a systematic experimental study regarding the factors that influence both accuracy and precision of the T-History results. Uncertainties of previous experimental studies are usually not reported and these are only based on a single experimental variant. Moreover, details of the data evaluation procedure are usually not fully disclosed.

These kind of studies are however needed to critically assess the validity made in the mathematical model and the experimental setup as well as to confirm the previous numerical work done so far. In this work, the study is based on T-History setups using insulated sample holders. The thermal mass of the insulation is deliberately neglected in Eq. 1 to study experimentally the influence of this assumption in the enthalpy results in analogy to our previous numerical work [13].
1.1. Research objectives

The aim of this work is to improve the T-History method with respect to its accuracy and precision. This is done by identifying and discussing the factors for the experimental setup and the data evaluation which influence the accuracy and repeatability of the enthalpy results.

For this we present an experimental study based on three different T-History setups by using two sample holder and three insulation types. For each T-History setup, the target of the data evaluation method is to yield repeatable results within repetitive measurement cycles for both cooling and heating. The assumptions of equal heat flux and uniform temperature are moreover critically checked for each setup by using three temperature sensors per sample holder and calculating enthalpy curves from each sensor’s temperature measurements individually.

A first measure for the accuracy within each setup is then given by the difference between cooling and heating cases. Lastly, if the mathematical model is valid, no differences in the results by changing experimental setup parameters and between the different sensors should be present. However, if differences exist, then this is likely due to systematic errors as mentioned above.

We show that the data evaluation method has to be adjusted individually for cooling and heating in order not to interpret the raw measurement data erroneously. Their influence on the enthalpy calculations are discussed in detail compared to an idealized case.

Furthermore, we perform a study on how estimated input quantity uncertainties (e.g. related to temperature measurements) propagate through
the mathematical model and our data evaluation method via Monte Carlo simulations.

2. Material and Methods

2.1. Experimental Setup

The experiments were conducted using cylindrical sample holders, which are made from conventional copper pipes of 10 and 15 mm diameter and 100 mm length (see Fig. 1). Copper is chosen, because it’s high thermal conductivity supports the lumped capacity formulation of the sample holder. Additionally, the temperature sensor can be placed directly on the sample holder wall. The sample holders were filled at approximately atmospheric pressure $p \approx 0.1013 \text{MPa}$ with the commercially available paraffin based RT28HC (Rubitherm) as PCM at $T \approx 40^\circ \text{C}$ and distilled water as reference at $T \approx 20^\circ \text{C}$. We refer to other works in the literature that copper may not be compatible with other types of PCMs due to long term corrosion issues [17, 18]. The sample holders are sealed with conventional copper end caps and glue. The sample holders were insulated with different types of closed cell pipe insulations (Armaflex AF) intended for the respective pipe diameter. Due to the geometry of the setup, heat transfer from the sample holder to the ambient is expected to be mostly through the larger cylindrical lateral surface area. The properties of the setups are summarized in Table 1.

The temperature of the sample holders was measured by attaching 10 kOhm thermistors using aluminum tape on the sample holder wall before placing the insulation around the setup. Three thermistors where placed per sample holder along its axial length and denoted as ”top”, ”center” and
Prior to the experiment, the thermistors were calibrated against a reference thermistor (Fluke 5610-6, traceable expanded $k = 2$ calibration un-
Table 1: Sample holder properties. For setup B1 and B2 the same 15mm sample holder is used but with different insulation types. (Insulation properties are taken from the respective product sheets)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Setup A</th>
<th>Setup B1</th>
<th>Setup B2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sample holder (outer) diameter</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample holder length</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulation type</td>
<td>AF-04-10</td>
<td>AF-04-15</td>
<td>AF-06-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulation length</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulation thickness</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>32 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulation density</td>
<td>60-80</td>
<td>60-80</td>
<td>60-80 kg m$^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulation thermal conductivity (at 0°C)</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.033 W m$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$m^{PCM}$ (RT28HC, paraffin) | 4.2 | 10.1 | 10.1 g |
$m^{ref}$ (distilled water) | 5.4 | 13.1 | 13.1 g |
$m^{tube,PCM}$ | 25.2 | 46.8 | 46.8 g |
$m^{tube,ref}$ | 25.0 | 46.9 | 46.9 g |

$R_{th}^{tube} \cdot L$ | $7.21 \times 10^{-5}$ | $5.92 \times 10^{-5}$ | $5.92 \times 10^{-5}$ m K W$^{-1}$ |
$R_{th}^{insulation} \cdot L$ | 6.61 | 5.71 | 8.01 m K W$^{-1}$ |

certainty of 0.01 °C plus 0.01 °C due to first-year drift) in the center of a massive aluminum block. The calibration was performed by comparing the thermistors against the reference sensor readings as follows: The sensors were inserted in the aluminum block and the block placed inside a climate chamber (TERCHY MHK408-YK). The temperature in the chamber was increased from 10 to 55 °C in four step changes with enough time (9 hours) for the block and sensors to reach thermal equilibrium after each step change. In a second iteration, the temperature was decreased from 55 to 10 °C in the
Figure 3: Photo of the experimental setup. All temperature sensors are attached on the underside of the sample holders along its axial length. The "top" sensor is oriented towards the climate chamber fan.

same four steps. We estimate that the fitted coefficients of the Steinhart-Hart resistance to temperature equation using readings from the four temperature steps for each thermistor does not exceed a combined standard uncertainty of $u(T) = 0.1 \, ^\circ C$ (expanded uncertainty of $U_c(T) = 0.2 \, ^\circ C$, $k = 2$ (95% level of confidence)). The largest uncertainty contribution was due to the radial temperature uniformity in the aluminum block. The reference thermistor itself was used to record the ambient temperature during the experiments.

Data logging for both calibration and the T-History experiments were performed using the same data acquisition unit (Keysight 34972A with a 16-ch. 34902A multiplexer module).

Each setup was placed centrally inside the above mentioned climate chamber, with the "top" sensor location pointed towards the fan inside the climate chamber (see Fig. 3). The sample holders were placed horizontally in
Table 2: Climate chamber program for setup A and B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Program I</th>
<th>Program II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T_{\text{min amb}} - T_{\text{max amb}}$</td>
<td>18 - 38</td>
<td>13 - 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{\text{pcm}} \pm \Delta T$</td>
<td>28 ± 10</td>
<td>28 ± 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of one complete heating and cooling cycle</td>
<td>2 · 12</td>
<td>2 · 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heating and cooling cycles performed</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data acquisition interval</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the climate chamber with the temperature sensors facing downwards. The sample holders were then subjected to the two different step temperature programs according to Table 2, representing a higher or lower effective heating and cooling rate. Before the first measurement, the samples were kept at the highest program temperature to ensure that the first solidification starts from a homogenized liquid state. The samples were cycled 5 times to study the repeatability within a single setup and program. The complete experimental study was done over the course of 5 weeks in the following order: B2-I → B2-II → B1-I → B1-II → A-I → A-II. Since the thermistors where not re-attached during the first four experiments, the results for the B type sample holders are expected to be independent from the goodness of thermal contact between sensor and sample holder wall. The difference in the results are then due to the different levels of insulation and heating/cooling rates.

In addition, three different enthalpy curves are calculated for a single cooling or heating case using the PCM and reference temperature readings from the three sensor locations. This allows an evaluation of the assumption in Eq. 2, that a single temperature sensor is representative for the whole sample holder.
The temperature measurements obtained from the experiments are shown exemplary in Fig. 4 for Setup A-I and A-II. Measurements for the other setups are reported in the supplementary file to this work. A measure for the uniformity of the climate chamber is given by maximum differences of $0.2 - 0.3 \degree C$ between all sensors at steady state conditions.

Figure 4: T-History measurements of RT28HC for setup A: (a): A-I, (b): A-II (all three sensor positions for reference and PCM are plotted with the same color, respectively).
2.2. Mathematical model

Enthalpy changes of the PCM can be calculated by combining Eq. 1-2 and solving for the unknown PCM specific heat capacity:

\[
c_{p}^{PCM}(T) = \frac{m^{ref} \cdot c_{p}^{ref}(T) + m^{tube,ref} \cdot c_{p}^{tube}(T)}{m^{PCM}} \cdot \frac{dT}{dt}^{ref} \bigg|_{PCM} - \frac{m^{tube,PCM} \cdot c_{p}^{tube}(T)}{m^{PCM}}
\]  

(3)

For convenience, the terms can be grouped together:

\[
C_{ref}(T) = \frac{m^{ref} \cdot c_{p}^{ref}(T) + m^{tube,ref} \cdot c_{p}^{tube}(T)}{m^{PCM}} \quad \text{and} \quad C_{tube,PCM}(T) = \frac{m^{tube,PCM} \cdot c_{p}^{tube}(T)}{m^{PCM}}
\]

\[
c_{p}^{PCM}(T) = C_{ref}(T) \cdot \frac{dT}{dt}^{ref} \bigg|_{PCM} - C_{tube,PCM}(T)
\]  

(4)

\[
\Delta h^{PCM} = \int_{T}^{T+\Delta T} c_{p}^{PCM}(\tau)d\tau
\]  

(5)

The mathematical expression \(\frac{dT}{dt}^{ref}\) in Eq. 4 represents the essential idea of the T-History method: The latent heat of a PCM being calculated by the difference in time it takes for the PCM to undergo the same temperature change compared to a reference, which does not undergo phase change. In alternative formulations, this principle has been expressed in the form of different areas under the temperature versus time curve for the same temperature interval for PCM and reference, respectively [10, 19].

In the following, the data evaluation method is presented on how the enthalpy versus time curve is calculated from the actual measured temperature
over time response. We describe necessary simplifications and adjustments in the data evaluation method based on encountered difficulties when using experimental temperature over time data.

2.2.1. Ideal case

In our previous paper [13], the utilization of Eq. 4 from a simulated T-History experiment was straightforward. Only interpolation between temperature and time values was needed in order to express the terms \( \frac{dT}{dt} \bigg|_{\text{ref}} \) and \( \frac{dT}{dt} \bigg|_{\text{PCM}} \) for the same temperature for both PCM and reference. Interpolation was possible because the simulated temperature vs time curve was in a sense ideal. Because no noise, supercooling or other effects were considered, a strictly monotonically increasing or decreasing temperature curve was obtained with unique \( T = f(t) \) values depending on a cooling or heating case.

These ideal cases can be defined by the following conditions:

- **Cooling:** Both reference and PCM temperature curves \( T = f(t) \) are strictly monotonically decreasing and their time derivatives are \( \frac{dT}{dt} \bigg|_{\text{PCM}} < 0 \) and \( \frac{dT}{dt} \bigg|_{\text{ref}} < 0 \).

- **Heating:** Both reference and PCM temperature curves \( T = f(t) \) are strictly monotonically increasing and their time derivatives are \( \frac{dT}{dt} \bigg|_{\text{PCM}} > 0 \) and \( \frac{dT}{dt} \bigg|_{\text{ref}} > 0 \).

The resulting enthalpy curve was then subjected to two major systematic errors due to the limitations of the mathematical model: (1) by neglecting the temperature gradient inside the PCM sample holder due to the lumped model assumption. This is represented via the well known hysteresis of the
enthalpy curve between cooling and heating cases [16]. By neglecting the
insulation thermal mass. This results in differences in transmittive heat flows
at the temperature sensor location, which in turn underestimated the latent
heat released and overestimated the effective heat capacity in the sensible
parts [13]. The underestimation of the latent heat was by far the most dom-
inant error when evaluating the enthalpy difference across the phase change
temperature range. The two errors on the resulting enthalpy curve can be
seen as an assignment of the enthalpy value to the wrong temperature or a
calculation of a wrong enthalpy value itself, respectively. Since the two errors
are systematic, they pose a limit on the achievable accuracy of the T-History
method.

2.2.2. Non-ideal cases

For discrete data, the derivatives $\frac{dT}{dt}_{\text{ref}}$ and $\frac{dT}{dt}_{\text{PCM}}$ in Eq. 4 can only be
approximated with numerical schemes. In this work we utilize the forward
approximation of the derivative:

$$\frac{dT}{dt}(t) = \frac{T(t + \Delta t) - T(t)}{\Delta t} - O(\Delta t) \approx \frac{T(t + \Delta t) - T(t)}{\Delta t}$$

(6)

This scheme is first order accurate, since the truncation error $O(\Delta t)$ would
decrease direct proportionally with the chosen step length $\Delta t$. In the experi-
ment, the smallest possible step length is given by the data acquisition rate
of 5s.

Analogous to the forward discretization, temperature intervals can then
be directly defined from adjacent discrete PCM data values:
\[
\frac{dT^i}{dt}\bigg|_{\text{PCM}} = \frac{T^i_{\text{PCM}} - T^i_{\text{PCM}}}{t^i_{\text{PCM}} - t^i_{\text{PCM}}} = \frac{T^i_{\text{PCM}} - T^i_{\text{PCM}}}{\Delta t^i_{\text{PCM}}} \tag{7}
\]

In our measurements, the reference temperature curve and its time derivative fulfill the ideal case conditions for both heating and cooling since the reference stores or releases only sensible heat (see Fig. 5). Using the PCM temperature interval it is then possible to interpolate for the reference time values \( t^i_{\text{ref}} = f^i_{\text{interp}}(T^i_{\text{PCM}}) \) and \( t^i_{\text{ref}} = f^i_{\text{interp}}(T^i_{\text{PCM}}) \). A time derivative based on the PCM temperature interval can then be formulated for the reference:

\[
\frac{dT^i}{dt}\bigg|_{\text{ref}} \approx \frac{T^i_{\text{PCM}} - T^i_{\text{PCM}}}{t^i_{\text{ref}} - t^i_{\text{ref}}} = \frac{T^i_{\text{PCM}} - T^i_{\text{PCM}}}{\Delta t^i_{\text{ref}}} \tag{8}
\]

When formulating the ratio of the time derivatives in Eq. 4, the temperature interval is canceled out and only the time differences remain:

\[
\frac{dT^i}{dt}\bigg|_{\text{ref}} \approx \frac{T^i_{\text{PCM}} - T^i_{\text{PCM}}}{t^i_{\text{ref}} - t^i_{\text{ref}}} = \frac{t^i_{\text{PCM}} - t^i_{\text{PCM}}}{\Delta t^i_{\text{ref}}} \tag{9}
\]

\[
c^p_{\text{PCM}}(T^i) = C_{\text{ref}}(T^i) \cdot \frac{\Delta T^i_{\text{PCM}}}{\Delta t^i_{\text{ref}}} - C_{\text{tube,PCM}}(T^i) \tag{10}
\]

For the PCM, this is also the case within its sensible temperature range. However, during phase change, the temperature curve and its time derivative deviate from the ideal cases for both cooling and heating. This then needs special attention and adjustments in the data evaluation procedure when calculating the enthalpy curve from Eq. 10.

In the following, we list these deviations separately for cooling and heating in order to explain the phenomena behind them and discuss their influence on the accuracy and precision of the enthalpy curve.
Figure 5: $\frac{dT}{dt}_{\text{ref}}$ vs $T$ values for Setup A-I and A-II (sensor data from 5 cycles are plotted with the same color)
Cooling

Fig. 6 shows a typical $\frac{dT}{dt}_{\text{PCM}}$ vs $T$ curve for a cooling case. From the figure, the non-ideal conditions can be summarized as:

- $\frac{dT}{dt}_{\text{ref}} < 0$, but $\frac{dT}{dt}_{\text{PCM}} > 0$; Due to heat release during recalescence from a supercooled state. In Eq. 4, this leads to negative $c_{p\text{PCM}}$ values.

- $\frac{dT}{dt}_{\text{PCM}} = 0$; Balance of heat release during recalescence and heat loss to ambient, or due to random noise and a too high data recording rate. In Eq. 4, this leads to $c_{p\text{PCM}} \to \infty$.

![Figure 6: Example of $\frac{dT}{dt}_{\text{PCM}}$ vs $T$ values for Setup B2-I (top sensor, cooling cycle 1)]

During cooling, the PCM curve has values $\frac{dT}{dt}_{\text{PCM}} > 0$ due to the sudden heat release caused by recalescence (see Fig. 6). That is when the supercooled liquid rapidly solidifies. It is obvious that these derivative values can not be inserted directly into Eq. 4, since they would yield a negative heat capacity $c_{p\text{PCM}}(T) < 0$, which has no physical meaning. What has been proposed
in a recent work is to use absolute values for \( \left| \frac{dT}{dt} \right| \) [11], which has also
been adopted by our algorithm by setting \( \frac{\Delta t_{PCM}^i}{\Delta t_{ref}^i} \) in Eq. 10. However, a
systematic error is likely introduced, since then it is assumed that the heat
flows are equal for a reference cooling case and a PCM heating case.

In our experiments, it was moreover observed that using absolute values
for the derivative still leads to negative heat capacity values. This is because
during recalescence \( C_{ref}^i(T) \cdot \left| \frac{dT}{dt} \right|_{ref} \) \( < C_{tube,PCM}^i(T) \) holds in Eq. 4, since
\( \frac{dT}{dt} \mid_{PCM} \) in the denominator is larger compared to \( \frac{dT}{dt} \mid_{ref} \). For these cases,
we propose to set the negative heat capacity values to \( c_{PCM}^i := 0 \), which
essentially means that the onset of recalescence is assumed to be adiabatic.

This simplification can be justified due to the existing insulation around
the sample holders and if the degree of supercooling is small. In all of our
experiments, the same degree of approx. 1°C supercooling was observed.

In the cooling curve, a singularity \( \frac{dT}{dt} \mid_{PCM} = 0 \) can moreover occur, e.g.
when the heat release during the final stages of recalescence from supercooling
is in balance with the heat loss to the ambient. It would then not be possible
to evaluate Eq. 4 directly since \( c_{PCM}^i(T) \to \infty \). This problem was already
mentioned previously in [20].

A way to circumvent the singularity is to define a minimum allowed eval-
uation step size \( dT \) and to compare it with the recorded discrete temper-
ature versus time data within a flexible evaluation window \( T_{PCM}^i, T_{PCM}^{i+\Delta i} \).
The window size $\Delta i$ is forced to increase $\Delta i := \Delta i + 1$ when the condition
\[ |T_{PCM}^{i+\Delta i} - T_{PCM}^{i}| \geq dT \]
is not fulfilled, following the idea of Stankovic 2014 [21, 22]. If $dT$ is chosen as very small, the evaluation window size will be $\Delta i = 1$ most of the time, leading to the standard forward difference scheme using the immediate neighboring discrete data (at $\Delta t = 5s$ data acquisition rate). However, any singularities $T_{PCM}^{i} = T_{PCM}^{i+1}$ are circumvented at the cost that the calculated derivative is then calculated from a larger step size $t_{PCM}^{i+\Delta i} - t_{PCM}^{i}$ due to the increased evaluation window $\Delta i > 1$:
\[
\left. \frac{dT_{i}}{dt} \right|_{PCM} = \frac{T_{PCM}^{i+\Delta i} - T_{PCM}^{i}}{t_{PCM}^{i+\Delta i} - t_{PCM}^{i}} \tag{11}
\]
On the other hand, if a large $dT$ is chosen, the $T$ vs $t$ curve is essentially smoothed out. A trade off therefore has to be found when choosing the evaluation step $dT$.

Another observed problem is the fixed data acquisition rate and the thermal response time of the temperature sensor itself during recalescence. If the original data in Fig. 7 were used, then the heat capacity would be over-estimated due to the apparent low temperature change at the beginning of recalescence (visible as an apparent plateau in the figure). In reality, the onset of recalescence likely lies at a lower temperature in between the apparent plateau. In order to make the data evaluation more robust against these cases, the data point and its adjacent values are skipped. This problem should be avoided in future experiments by using temperature sensors with a faster response time and a faster data recording rate.
Figure 7: Example of adjustment made for the PCM sample cooling curve to avoid over-estimating the specific heat capacity during recalescence (B2-I, 2nd cooling cycle, bottom sensor)

From Figure 4 it can be seen that the PCM apparently solidifies over a wider temperature range compared to the melting curve. An explanation for this can be found in an increasing heat transfer resistance between the sensor location and the solidification front, which progresses from the sensor position towards the center of the sample holder [3]. Due to this heat conduction dominated process, little apparent temperature fluctuations are measured and the time derivative is $\frac{dT}{dt}_{PCM} < 0$ for the remaining cooling part after recalescence, which makes the treatment of the differentials more straightforward compared to the heating curve once a suitable value for $dT$ has been determined. This in turn means that the precision of the cooling curve is mainly limited by how reproducible the temperature recording of the different
sensors is for subsequent cycles. It seems plausible to assume that this can be subject to a certain randomness depending at which location inside the sample holder the PCM starts solidifying and how the solidification front progresses.

The accuracy in turn should be mainly limited by systematic errors in the mathematical model given by the discussed problems during supercooling, neglecting the insulation thermal mass and by assuming that a single temperature sensor is representative for the whole sample holder.

Heating

Fig. 8 shows a typical $\frac{dT}{dt}_{PCM}$ vs $T$ curve for a heating case. From the figure, the non-ideal conditions can be summarized as:

- $\frac{dT}{dt}_{ref} > 0$, but $\frac{dT}{dt}_{PCM} \leq 0$ in the form of pronounced "noise" due to natural convection, especially towards the end of melting.

In contrast to the cooling curve, all temperature sensors recorded strong temperature fluctuations over the entire melting duration (which we define as apparent "noise" subsequently) in the PCM sample holder. Since we observed that these fluctuations are especially pronounced during the later stages of melting, it is likely that natural convection is occurring within the sample holder. The noise can then be explained by the notion that the initially formed liquid phase at the sample holder wall is heating up faster, while the remaining solid phase stays at the phase change temperature. When more liquid phase forms and heats up at the sample holder wall, the solid phase becomes smaller and is increasingly subjected to the convective flows.
Figure 8: Example of $\frac{dT}{dt} \bigg|_{PCM}$ vs $T$ values for Setup B2-I (top sensor, heating cycle 1)

occurring in the liquid phase. It is likely that this is more pronounced with increasing differences in densities between the solid and liquid phase.

Any movement between solid and liquid phases of different temperatures at the temperature sensor location cause the sensor to record these fluctuations as apparent noise due to the high thermal conductivity of the copper sample holder and our high data sampling rate.

The fact that melting of the PCM is observed to be faster than solidification in our experiments, despite the similar temperature difference between ambient and phase change temperature, also supports that natural convection is present, since it is known to reduce the melting time. If only conductive heat transfer would be present during melting, a shorter solidification time compared to melting would be expected since the thermal conductivity is known to be significantly larger in the solid phase for paraffins such as n-octadecane [23], which RT28HC is likely based on.
Because natural convection has already been discussed even for small DSC sample sizes [24], it is likely that the phenomenon is even more pronounced in the larger T-History samples.

The apparent noisy temperature data has a direct influence on the time derivative of the PCM melting curve \( \frac{dT}{dt} \bigg|_{PCM} \), which changes between positive \( \frac{dT}{dt} \bigg|_{PCM} > 0 \) and negative values \( \frac{dT}{dt} \bigg|_{PCM} < 0 \) during melting. Due to the randomness, there are also cases where singularities \( \frac{dT}{dt} \bigg|_{PCM} = 0 \) can be present in the time derivative leading to the same problem as discussed above for cooling.

When the temperature versus time curve is noisy, it contributes to both under and overestimations of the PCM specific heat capacity. Apparent rapid temperature changes are e.g. interpreted as ”reduced” heat capacity and enthalpy changes by the mathematical model. On the other hand, random noise may also artificially lower the calculated value of \( \frac{dT}{dt} \bigg|_{PCM} \) leading to an overestimation of the heat capacity and enthalpy change (similar to the previous example of Fig. 7 for cooling cases).

Moreover, since noise is amplified when differentiating, the value of \( \frac{dT}{dt} \bigg|_{PCM} \) itself becomes distorted (see Fig. 8) and the noisy derivative values can not be simply inserted into Eq. 4.

In any of our experimental setups, the existence of natural convection in the form of noise has therefore a pronounced influence on both accuracy and precision of the method when the enthalpy is calculated from the heating case. The evaluation of \( \frac{dT}{dt} \bigg|_{PCM} \) then turns into a signal conditioning problem, where a derivative has to be reconstructed from noisy data. In signal
processing, it is well known that differentiation of noisy data is not a trivial problem [25, 26]. A compromise has to be therefore made when formulating the data evaluation method.

Figure 9: Example of smoothing the PCM sample heating curve (A-I, 1st heating cycle, top sensor) using the SLM toolbox: (a): $T$ vs. $t$, (b): Residuals = $T_{raw} - T_{smooth}$ vs. $t$, (c): $\frac{dT}{dt}_{PCM}$ vs. $T$ (The discontinuity at $T = 30^\circ C$ is because smoothing is only performed until $T < 30^\circ C$ and then the original data is used.)

One approach is to smoothen the original $T$ versus $t$ curve itself. This should be done with care, since smoothing manipulates the original data and a bias trough the user is introduced. There is also the risk that intrinsic behavior of the PCM is overwritten. Moreover, signal smoothing can be done in a variety of ways [26].

In this work, we propose to perform smoothing based on the previously formulated conditions of an ideal heating curve. The noisy temperature over
time data is then smoothened out by fitting a strictly monotonous increasing spline for all heating curves in this work. For this, the MATLAB based Shape Language Modeling (SLM) toolbox by D’Errico [27] is utilized. Once the spline has been applied, no further adjustments are necessary since the derivative of the smoothed curve is \( \frac{dT}{dt} \bigg|_{PCM} > 0 \) for the entire range (e.g. see Fig. 9). In order not to over-smooth the sensible regions, the spline is applied only until \( T < 30^\circ C \). For \( T > 30^\circ C \), the original data is used. This causes a discontinuity in the derivative \( \frac{dT}{dt} \bigg|_{PCM} \) and an underestimation of the heat capacity in the transition between smoothed and original data. Since this is only over a small temperature difference of two data points and within the sensible region, the error in the overall enthalpy curve is negligible.

It will be seen later via the resulting enthalpy curves that smoothing the data significantly improves the precision and overall accuracy since random high frequency noise is smoothed out and the overall time derivative for \( \frac{dT}{dt} \bigg|_{PCM} \) can be approximated in a consistent way. However, it comes at the cost that the systematic error introduced by smoothing the data itself is unknown.

2.2.3. Algorithm

The above discussed details for cooling and heating cases are then implemented into a data evaluation algorithm in MATLAB v2016b. The algorithm is summarized as pseudo code in Fig. 10. The temperature dependent heat capacities for water and copper are given by functional expressions of the temperature formulated in [28] and [29], respectively. However, in the actual T-History experiment the exact pressure \( p \) and \( u(p) \) is unknown inside the PCM and reference sample holder. Using temperature dependent isobaric
specific heat capacities formulated near atmospheric pressure can therefore only be seen as an estimate, which introduces additional systematic errors. Fig. 11 shows the evaluation temperature intervals for three different $dT$ values for a cooling case. As mentioned above, if a very small $dT$ is chosen, essentially the original raw data points are used to calculate the enthalpy. When forming the derivative as shown in Fig. 12, it can be seen that the derivative of the raw data points are noisy especially in the region where the temperature versus time curve has its plateau. Similar to heating, it is likely that the enthalpy curve is being distorted as well when it is calculated from the original noisy derivative. It can be seen that choosing a larger $dT$ essentially smooths out the differential and yields a more plausible enthalpy curve in Fig. 13, while using the noisy derivatives appears to yield an overestimation of the enthalpy curve. Since there was only little difference in the enthalpy curve between $dT = 0.01^\circ$C and $dT = 0.001^\circ$C, the latter is chosen, since this step length approximated the temperature versus time curve better as seen in Fig. 11.

For heating, the fitted spline over the noisy $T$ versus $t$ data intrinsically yields a smooth derivative and the enthalpy results are therefore more robust from a chosen $dT$ value (see Fig. 14).
let $i := 1, \Delta i := 1$;

let $T_{PCM}^i, T_{PCM}^{i+\Delta i} \in [T_{min}, T_{max}]^{eval}$;

if "Heating Case" then
    perform SLM smoothing;
else
    skip recalscence values;
end

repeat
    if $|T_{PCM}^{i+\Delta i} - T_{PCM}^i| \geq dT$ then
        $\Delta t_{PCM}^i = t_{PCM}^{i+\Delta i} - t_{PCM}^i$;
        $\Delta t_{ref}^i = f_{interp}^{ref}(T_{PCM}^{i+\Delta i}) - f_{interp}^{ref}(T_{PCM}^i)$;
        $c_p^{PCM}(T^i) = C_{ref}(T^i) \cdot \frac{\Delta t_{PCM}^i}{\Delta t_{ref}^i} - C_{tube, PCM}(T^i)$;
        if $c_p^{PCM}(T^i) < 0$ then
            let $c_p^{PCM}(T^i) := 0$;
        end
        $\Delta h_{PCM}(T^i) = \int_{T^i}^{T_{PCM}^{i+\Delta i}} c_p^{PCM}(\tau) d\tau$;
        let $i := i + \Delta i$;
    let $\Delta i := 1$;
else
    let $\Delta i := \Delta i + 1$;
end

until $T_{PCM}^i, T_{PCM}^{i+\Delta i} \notin [T_{min}, T_{max}]^{eval}$;

Figure 10: Pseudo code to calculate enthalpy values from discrete data using a flexible temperature window size and absolute $\frac{\Delta t_{PCM}}{\Delta t_{ref}}$ values.
Figure 11: Example of $T_{PCM}$ vs $t$ values using different minimum evaluation step sizes $dT$ for Setup B2-I (top sensor, cooling cycle 1)

Figure 12: Example of $\left.\frac{dT}{dt}\right|_{PCM}$ vs $T$ values using different minimum evaluation step sizes $dT$ for Setup B2-I (top sensor, cooling cycle 1)
Figure 13: Example of $h$ vs $T$ values using different minimum evaluation step sizes $dT$ for Setup B2-I (top sensor, cooling cycle 1, normalization of $h$ values at $33^\circ$C)

Figure 14: Example of $h$ vs $T$ values using different minimum evaluation step sizes $dT$ for Setup B2-I (top sensor, heating cycle 1, normalization of $h$ values at $33^\circ$C)
3. Results & Discussion

3.1. Enthalpy curves

For each experimental setup, the data evaluation algorithm from Fig. 10 is applied for the evaluation window of \([22^\circ C, 34^\circ C]^{\text{eval}}\) and a chosen minimum temperature step interval of \(dT = 0.001^\circ C\). Examples for enthalpy curves for each sensor location and heating and cooling cycle are shown for the climate chamber program I in Fig. 17-19. The mean enthalpy difference over the temperature interval of \(33 - 23^\circ C\) (with a combined standard uncertainty of \(u(T) = 0.1K\) for the temperature sensors) and the standard deviation over the five repeated heating and cooling cycles are shown in Fig. 15-16. In total, 30 enthalpy curves are calculated for each experimental setup. However, systematic deviations appear to be present when comparing the results among the different setups.

Setup A yields a systematically smaller enthalpy value compared to setup B1 and B2. This is likely due to the smaller sample size with the same level of insulation compared to B1 and B2. This is in agreement with the prediction of our previous simulation study that the larger the present thermal mass of the insulation is with respect to the sample size, the larger the systematic underestimation of the enthalpy [13]. However, the enthalpy shift of setup B2 with respect to B1 on average appears to be not significant when compared to the limits of repeatability within repetitive cycles. Since it was shown that systematic errors are observable, it can be concluded that the transient heat transfer effects due to the insulation thermal mass should not have been neglected in this experimental setup.

The precision of the enthalpy value for each sensor location over the five
cycles is acceptable since the largest standard deviation in any setup was found to be $\leq 1.25 \text{ kJ kg}^{-1}$. This is mainly due the performed smoothing of the heating curve and by choosing $dT$ carefully for the cooling curve. It is likely that the good repeatability is a direct result of insulating the sample holders, which dominates the heat transfer in the experiments.

Moreover, the enthalpy values between cooling and heating cases appear to be consistent within $< 5 \text{ kJ kg}^{-1}$.

It can be seen that the top sensor located towards the fan generally estimates a lower enthalpy value compared to the center and bottom sensor locations. Since this is valid for all setups, it is likely that the cause for this is the climate chamber fan itself causing the top part of the PCM sample to cool down or heat up faster compared to the top part of the reference.

Concerning the hysteresis between cooling and heating cases, it can be concluded that in general the larger temperature step change of program II leads to a larger hysteresis, compared to program I, regardless of the setup. A complete figure of the enthalpy plots can be found in the supplementary file for this paper. This observation is in analogy with DSC measurements, that the overall lower heating or cooling rate leads to smaller temperature gradients inside the sample [9, 16]. It can also be seen that setup A yields a smaller hysteresis compared to setup B1, due to the smaller diameter of the sample holders in A. However, the hysteresis can be also decreased with a thicker layer of insulation in setup B2. Moreover, the enthalpy shift to lower values is then not as pronounced as in setup A. Therefore, setup B2-I appears to be a good trade off between a desired low hysteresis ($\Delta T_{\text{melting-solid}} \leq 1 \text{°C}$) and a low error by neglecting the insulation thermal mass.
Figure 15: Mean enthalpy results and standard deviation for Setup A-I, B1-I and B2-I over five cycles for each sensor location (c: cooling, h: heating).
Figure 16: Mean enthalpy values and standard deviation for Setup A-II, B1-II and B2-II over five cycles for each sensor location (c: cooling, h: heating).

Figure 17: $h$ versus $T$ curve for setup A-I using $dT = 0.001^\circ$C (all five cycles are plotted with the same color depending on the sensor position, normalization of $h$ values at 33$^\circ$C)
Figure 18: $h$ versus $T$ curve for setup B1-I using $dT = 0.001^\circ$C (all five cycles are plotted with the same color depending on the sensor position, normalization of $h$ values at 33$^\circ$C)
Figure 19: $h$ versus $T$ curve for setup B2-I using $dT = 0.001^\circ C$ (all five cycles are plotted with the same color depending on the sensor position, normalization of $h$ values at $33^\circ C$)
It can be seen that the enthalpy value is in good agreement with the manufacturers data sheet shown in Fig. 20 \( (h_{33-23^\circ C} \approx -237 \text{ to } -243.5 \text{ kJ kg}^{-1}) \) obtained using a so called three-layer calorimeter. The measurement principle resembles the T-History method [30, 31]. However, no further details on experimental parameters and data evaluation method are given.

Figure 20: \( h \) versus \( T \) curve plotted from the manufacturer’s data sheet [32] (normalization of \( h \) values at 33°C). (Cooling: \( h_{33-23^\circ C} = -237 \text{ kJ kg}^{-1} \), Heating: \( h_{33-23^\circ C} = -243.5 \text{ kJ kg}^{-1} \))
3.2. Solid and liquid specific heat capacities

The mathematical model of the T-History method also allows an evaluation of the liquid and solid specific heat capacity of the PCM. From Eq. 1 and 2 an expression for \( c_{PCM}^{p} \) can be derived in the liquid and solid regions:

\[
(m_{PCM}^{\, p} \cdot c_{PCM}^{\, p}(T) + m_{tube, \, PCM}^{\, p} \cdot c_{tube}^{\, p}(T)) \cdot \frac{dT}{dt} \bigg|_{PCM} = \frac{1}{R_{th}(T)} (T_{PCM} - T_{amb})
\]

(12)

\[
\frac{dT}{dt} \bigg|_{PCM} = \frac{1}{R_{th}(T) \cdot (m_{PCM}^{\, p} \cdot c_{PCM}^{\, p}(T) + m_{tube, \, PCM}^{\, p} \cdot c_{tube}^{\, p}(T))} (T_{PCM} - T_{amb})
\]

(13)

When Eq. 13 is evaluated over a small temperature difference in the sensible regions, the temperature dependence of the terms may be neglected. Then it may be assumed that a linear relationship between \( \frac{dT}{dt} \bigg|_{PCM} \) and \( T_{PCM} \) should hold:

\[
\frac{dT}{dt} \bigg|_{PCM} \approx K \cdot (T_{PCM} - T_{amb})
\]

(14)

However from Fig. 21 and 22 it can be seen that a linear relationship in the sensible parts does not hold for the PCM or reference in the solid region for a heating case and in the liquid region for a cooling case, which mark the beginning of the experiment. This is likely because the mathematical model does not account for the initial heat flux with the present insulation directly after the step change of \( T_{amb} \). This phenomenon was shown in the previous simulation study [13]. Therefore, \( c_{p,s}^{PCM} \) and \( c_{p,l}^{PCM} \) are evaluated as mean value from the \( dT = 0.001^\circ C \) steps within the marked temperature interval close to \( T_{amb} \). \( c_{p,s}^{PCM} \) is calculated from the cooling curve within
Figure 21: $\frac{dT}{dt}_{|_{ref}}$ versus $T$ curve for setup B2-I (all sensor positions and cycles are plotted with the same color depending on heating or cooling)

\[19.5^\circ C, \ 21.5^\circ C\] eval and $c_{p,l}^{PCM}$ from the heating curve within [33$^\circ C, \ 35^\circ C$] eval.

The results in Fig. 23-24 indicate that both liquid and solid heat capacities are overestimated compared to the specified 2 kJ kg$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$ for solid and liquid $c_{p}^{PCM}$ by the manufacturer (no information about the corresponding temperature range and its uncertainty is given) [32]. This is because the assumption of equal heat flux is likely only valid if the thermal diffusivity of both sample and reference are identical [13]. If not, also the heat capacities in the sensible region need to be systematically corrected when the insulation thermal mass is neglected as shown in our previous work [13].

On a positive note, the standard deviations for repeated cycles are very low (2.5 $\times$ 10$^{-3}$ to 28.9 $\times$ 10$^{-3}$ kJ kg$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$), showing a very good precision.
Figure 22: $\frac{dT}{dt}_{PCM}$ versus $T$ curve for setup B2-I (all sensor positions and cycles are plotted with the same color depending on heating or cooling) of the method. The exact values are given in the supplementary file.
Figure 23: Mean specific heat capacity and standard deviation for Setup A-I, B1-I and B2-I over five cycles for each sensor location (S: solid phase, L: liquid phase).

Figure 24: Mean specific heat capacity and standard deviation for Setup A-II, B1-II and B2-II over five cycles for each sensor location (S: solid phase, L: liquid phase).
3.3. Estimation of propagation of input quantity probability density functions (PDF’s)

In addition to the enthalpy results, we evaluate how the uncertainty of the enthalpy values are related to uncertainties in the other input parameters (such as temperature, mass and specific heat capacity) in Eq. 3. Since the mathematical model is non-linear and the data evaluation method applies further adjustments to the raw data, a measurement uncertainty analysis is not straightforward. For such cases, the Joint Committee for Guides in Metrology (JCGM) recommends to apply Monte Carlo simulations [33]. This method allows the estimation of propagation of uncertainties of the input quantities \( X_i \) to the output quantity \( Y \), for any functional relationship between them:

\[
Y = f(X_1, X_2, ..., X_N) \tag{15}
\]

For T-History, input quantities are the parameters given in Eq. 3 (see Fig. 25 as illustration). The output quantity is the enthalpy value for a given temperature obtained by the functional relationship of the above discussed data evaluation algorithm in Fig. 10.

In this part we utilize the Monte Carlo methodology described in the Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement (GUM), to estimate how the probability density functions (PDF’s) of the input quantities in Eq. 3 propagate through the enthalpy calculation algorithm. We assume that all input quantities follow their distribution assigned in Table 3. Considering the experimental temperature range, Arblaster 2015 [29] specifies the copper specific heat capacity for two temperature regions and their respective stan-
For this study, in every Monte Carlo trial, a value for each input quantity is drawn from its assigned distribution using MATLAB’s Marsenne Twister random number generator. We assume that the complete temperature data for each cooling or heating case to be shifted by a single value drawn from the temperature PDF, given by the calibration standard uncertainty.

As a compromise between reliability of the generated random numbers and the computation time, the Monte Carlo simulation is performed 100,000 times and the results are shown as box plots in Fig. 26 - 27. The number of trials was determined as enough for this study, since the difference in results using lower trials were below the chosen number of significant digits (1kJ/kg) for the enthalpy value $h_{33 - 23^\circ C}$. The study was performed for setup A-I, B1-I
Table 3: Assignment of PDF’s to input quantities of Eq. 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input Quantity</th>
<th>Assigned PDF</th>
<th>PDF Parameter</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( T )</td>
<td>normal</td>
<td>( u(T) = 0.1 \degree C )</td>
<td>Combined standard uncertainty from calibration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( m_{\text{ref}} ), ( m_{\text{PCM}} ), ( m_{\text{tube,ref}} ), ( m_{\text{tube,PCM}} )</td>
<td>( \text{rect.} )</td>
<td>Lower and upper limits: ( m \pm 0.1 \text{g} )</td>
<td>Estimated from scale specification.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c_{p}^{rref}(T) )</td>
<td>normal</td>
<td>( u_r(c_{p}^{rref}) = 0.05% )</td>
<td>relative standard uncertainty for pure liquid water at ( p = 0.1 \text{MPa} ) and ( 253.15 K \leq T \leq 383.15 K ) from [28]*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c_{p}^{\text{tube}}(T) )</td>
<td>normal</td>
<td>( u_r(c_{p}^{\text{tube}}) = 0.1% )</td>
<td>relative standard uncertainty for pure solid copper at ( 300K \leq T \leq 1357.77K ) from [29]*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Since in the T-History experiment \( p \) and \( u(p) \) is unknown inside the PCM and reference sample holder the actual uncertainties for the isobaric specific heat capacities may be higher than in this table.

The whiskers for setup A-I extend to about \( \pm 20 \text{ kJ kg}^{-1} \) from the median, while they extend to only \( \pm 12 \text{ kJ kg}^{-1} \) for setup B1-I and B2-I. This is likely because of the smaller ratio of PCM sample- to insulation- and sample holder tube thermal mass in setup A compared to setup B, while the absolute input quantity uncertainties is unchanged in the Monte Carlo study. Moreover, the spread of the enthalpy results are larger compared to the deviations between the different sensor positions or the standard deviation within repeated cycles. To decrease the uncertainty of the enthalpy results, a future focus should therefore be to decrease the uncertainty of the input quantities.

Therefore, it is recommended that future T-History experiments should be done with as accurate mass and temperature measurements as possible.
Regarding the sample holder, it is moreover recommended to increase the ratio of PCM sample thermal mass to insulation and sample holder tube thermal masses, in order to dampen the uncertainty on the enthalpy output quantity depending on the same input quantity uncertainties.

4. Conclusions & Future work

In this work the T-History method has been studied by performing repeated measurements using different experimental setups.

When deriving enthalpy values from the mathematical model using the ratio of first time derivatives from the PCM and reference temperature read-
Figure 27: Box plots of $h_{33-23}^\circ C$ values from Monte Carlo simulations for setup A-I, B1-I and B2-I using $dT = 0.001^\circ C$ (center sensor position, heating cycle 1). Whiskers are extended to 1.5 times the interquartile range (IQR) [34].

ings, special care has to be taken that noisy data are not interpreted as apparent small or large specific heat capacities. This is especially true, since noise is enhanced when differentiating. It was shown that several adjustments in the data evaluation method were necessary in order to obtain a good enough precision for repetitive measurements within all experimental setups. A consistent data evaluation method is therefore a minimum requirement for discussing other systematic errors present.

However, the data evaluation methodology itself likely introduces to a certain degree systematic errors, such as the proposed smoothing procedure. It is also expected that the applied method is more valid for PCM’s with a
Nevertheless, the experimental setup used in this study retained its simplicity, while being able to achieve repeatable results for the apparent enthalpy curves of melting and solidification.

It was shown that in order to approximate the phase change temperature between the apparent melting and solidification curves, the thermal gradients inside the PCM sample should be decreased. This can be done by either decreasing the sample holder diameter or by increasing the degree of insulation leading to smaller overall heating or cooling rates in the experiment. With the current assumptions, one has to be aware that the systematic error due to neglecting the transient heat transfer effects in the insulation is then increased as a trade-off to a lower hysteresis.

Three experimental variants were used to show that the influence of the thermal mass of the insulation material on the enthalpy values appears to be significant on top of the other considered phenomena. The systematic shift to lower enthalpy values with a larger insulation thermal mass ratio (with respect to the PCM sample thermal mass) therefore supports the prediction made by our previous work [13]. Among the setups used in this work, setup B2-I yielded a good trade-off between a low hysteresis and the error of neglecting the insulation thermal mass compared to the other alternatives. However, it is still clear that future setups, which use insulated sample holders and at the same time Eq. 1 as a mathematical basis, have to either decrease the thermal mass of the insulation or subsequently correct the results. An alternative would be to start from a new mathematical basis,
which intrinsically accounts for the insulation.

Monte Carlo simulations for T-History experiments have been moreover introduced as one way to estimate how the different input quantity uncertainties propagate through the data evaluation algorithm resulting in a spread of the enthalpy values representing the uncertainty of the results. From this study it can be recommended that the experimental setup should provide a high PCM thermal mass with respect to the sample holder tube. This means that the uncertainty propagation of input quantities are dampened with respect to the PCM results in the mathematical model. This also means that setup B2-I is preferable compared to the smaller sample holder diameter of setup A. In future work, this technique should be developed further to incorporate possible correlations of the input quantity uncertainties. Moreover, the robustness of the method should be tested using a higher number of Monte Carlo trials. For a more rigorous analysis, such as the calculation of confidence intervals, the adaptive Monte Carlo method given by [33, 35] may be implemented in future work. The method can also be used to study the influence of each uncertainty by itself, such as the temperature sensor accuracy, to determine which input quantity uncertainty should be decreased primarily.

Finally, we believe that Monte Carlo simulations can also be used by other researchers on their own T-History variants leading to an overall improvement of the method by providing more insight to their measurement setups and data evaluation method. These simulations can also be used in future work, when applying correction or calibration factors to minimize all systematic
errors in the final results. Then the uncertainty related to these factors itself could be propagated.

It is necessary for future work to compare the limits of accuracy and precision of the insulated experimental setup in this work with the predicted errors on the enthalpy results by Mazo et al. 2015 [12] and Badenhorst & Cabeza 2017 [10] using uninsulated sample holder setups.

In general, more work is needed to quantify and reduce the systematic errors stemming from the experimental setup and the current assumptions of the T-History method. This also includes using expressions for the isobaric specific heat capacity $c_p^{ref}$ and $c_p^{tube}$ from the literature to calculate the enthalpy of the PCM, while the actual pressure inside the sample holder over the course of the experiment is unknown. The latter likely depends also on the thermal expansion of the reference material and PCM over the temperature range of the experiment. In order to validate the results from T-History setups, future work should focus on performing round robin tests on a PCM with well documented properties, such as a pure substance.

The experimental raw data of this work is provided by the authors as additional supplementary material to the article.
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Nomenclature

\[ \dot{Q} \] Heat flux (W)

\[ \sigma_i \] Standard deviation of quantity i

\[ c_p \] Specific heat capacity (J kg\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\))

\[ h \] Specific enthalpy (J kg\(^{-1}\))

\[ m \] Mass (kg)

\[ R_{th} \] Thermal resistance (K W\(^{-1}\))

\[ T \] Temperature (°C)

\[ t \] Time (s)

\[ u(i) \] Standard uncertainty of quantity i

\[ U_c(i) \] Combined expanded uncertainty of quantity i

\[ u_r(i) \] Relative standard uncertainty of quantity i

\[ amb \] Ambient

\[ PCM \] Phase change material

\[ ref \] Reference material

\[ tube \] Sample holder tube
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